Search & AI-Driven Analytics for Procurement

Make Supplier 360 a Reality
Procurement professionals from the world’s leading
brands use ThoughtSpot to uncover insights
around cost, quality, delivery, and risk, measure
supplier performance, and better manage supplier
relationships.
Use search to get granular insights and quickly drill
into which suppliers are contributing to problems,
with which products, and at which locations to create
a plan to bridge the cost savings gap. You can even
replicate this same ad-hoc approach for quality
issues, delivery, and more.
ThoughtSpot will help provide you a Supplier 360
view, giving you visibility across all the dimensions
of a supplier’s performance to help your business
develop more data-driven strategic sourcing and
vendor negotiations.
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ThoughtSpot deploys 85 percent faster than legacy technologies,
connecting with any on-premises, cloud, big data, or desktop data source.
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Get AI-Driven Insights
with SpotIQ
SpotIQ, ThoughtSpot’s AI-driven insights engine,
automatically performs anomaly detection and
root cause analysis to help you get to the ‘why’
behind all your questions. It can run thousands of
queries across millions of rows, and return relevant,
personalized insights in seconds.

This Fortune 100 automotive brand saves tens of millions each
year in report generation costs and improves productivity
with ThoughtSpot, which empowers their procurement teams
to conduct self-service analytics to manage risk along their
supply chain and identify when to take advantage of shortnotice opportunities.
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Get Supplier Insights on the Spot

With ThoughtSpot Mobile, your answers are always online — even when you aren’t.
Create and engage with pinboards on the go to get instant answers and explore all of your company’s
data with a touch, whether it’s on-premises or in the cloud. See what’s recently viewed, what’s trending
amongst your team, and what your colleagues are working on.

Simple
Empower all procurement professionals to answer their own data questions with true
self-service analytics.

Smart
With SpotIQ, get personalized recommendations about your spend analysis, supplier performance,
and more on the fly with one-click auto-analysis to uncover anomalies and trends.

Fast
Move faster with ThoughtSpot’s lightning fast in-memory calculation engine, which searches through
10s of billions of rows of data to find insights into cost variance, supplier concentration, delivery patterns,
and more in mere seconds.

Unlimited
Enable search & AI-driven analytics for unlimited users, data, and questions all under one license.
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Make faster decisions and enhance the procurement process

Cost Efficiency

Time Optimization

Find cost saving opportunities with insights

Manage inventory and impact on downstream

into total spend by supplier, costs per product,

operations more efficiently by determining which

minimum unit cost possible, and more.

suppliers are leaders and laggards for timeliness
and quality of delivery.

Risk Mitigation

Quality Assurance

Discover if you are at risk due to regional events,

Identify patterns in quantity ordered versus

such as new tariffs, so that you can predict the

rejected for a particular product or supplier so

impact on your bottom line.

that you can align future purchasing and timing
to strengthen overall quality.

Schedule a demo today
Request a Demo
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